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An overview of Northrop programs in computational physics is presented. These programs depend on access to today's super-
computers, such as the Numerical Aerodynamic Sinrulator (NAS), and future growth will depend on the continuing evolution of
computational engines. Descriptions here are concentrated on the following areas: 1) computational fluid dynamics (CFD), 2) com-
putational electromagnetics (CEM), 3) computer architectures, and 4) expert systems. Current efforts and future directions in these
areas are presented. The impact of advances in the CFD area is described, and parallels are drawn to analagous developments in
CEM. The relationship between further advances in these areas and the development of advanced (parallel) architectures and expert
systems is also presented.
BACKGROUND
The design of modern fighter aircraft requires the analysis of
many factors. Some of these, including complex flow phenomena
and electro, magnetic characteristics, pose serious problems for the
designer. The analysis of these conditions is complicated by the
fact that it is extremely expensive and time consmning to re-
produce them in an experimental test environment. Fortunately,
computational methods have advanced sufficiently to allow math-
ematical sinmlation of these phenomena, supplementing physical
testing during the design process.
The trend towards integrating computational methods into the
design process has been driven by the rapid advances made in
computer hardware over the last decade. This trend has resulted
in the development and apphcation of methods capable of ana-
lyzing complete aircraft configurations.
Over the past ten years at Northrop, computational physics
had itb largest impact in the area of computational fluid dynam-
ics. This began with a requirement to analyze transonic flow
phenomena for fighter aircraft. In 1975 Northrop applied the
3-D Bailey-Ballhaus transonic small disturbance code developed
at NASA Ames (Ballhans, Bailey, and Frick [1976]) to the so-
lution of this problem. This was followed by the application of
the full potential codes, leading to our present use of Euler and
Navier-Stokes codes. Throughout this period of development,
Northrop efforts were enhanced by cooperative programs with
NASA. These programs gave Northrop access to state-of-the-art
computer facilities that allowed for the advanced development of
methodology and application techniques that would be assimi-
lated into Northrop's evolving project areas.
Our initial runs with the transonic small disturbance codes
were done on an IBM 36O series computer. These facilities could
barely handle a wing-alone configuration. On today's comput-
ers, those early codes can be run numerous times a day. Today,
the Euler and Navier-Stokes codes are straining the capabilities
of our equipment, which is limiting the degree to which these
methods can be beneficially applied. As in the past, Northrop
is working with NASA through cooperative programs to develop
applications of these methods on leading-edge computing facili-
ties.
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Throughout the last decade several factors have stimulated
Northrop's development and application of computational meth-
ods. These have included:
• The insight into the physics of the flow that was obtainable
from computational methods
Prior to extensive use of computational meth-
ods, the design of aircraft was based primarily on
experimental testing, in particular, wind tunnel
testing. Wind tunnel testing typically generates
global values (lift, drag, moments) with limited
surface pressure measurements, flow visualization
and flowfield measurements. It is very expensive
in both time and money to acquire more exten-
sive flowfield information, such as off-body infor-
mation, through experimental testing. Computa-
tional methods provided a way to see the whole
picture, yielding an excellent complement to ex-
perimental testing. With this ability to see the
flow phenomena in total came a better under-
standing of the physics of problems, providing a
more complete and valuable understanding to the
design process.
* The emerging emphasis on low observables
The shifting emphasis to low observable character-
istics forced new aircraft configurations towards
shapes and concepts outside of the established
data base. To do a parametric study on the new
families of geometries, using the traditional ap-
proach of experimental testing, was prohibitive in
both time and money. Computational fluid dy-
namics filled this void in the aerodynamic analysis
of new radar cross section (RCS) driven configura-
tions. As a result, they earned acceptance in the
design process.
• Testing limitations
Wind tunnel testing cannot accurately simulate
flight conditions, especially in the transonic flow
regime, where wall effects, mount effects, and scal-
ing have a significant impact on flow characteris-
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tics. The ability of the codes to model both free-
flight conditions and test conditions results in a
powerful tool for better understanding test results,
and for extrapolating results to free-flight condi-
tions.
In brief, Northrop's acceptance of these codes was the result of
their ability to: 1) increase our understanding of flow phenom-
ena associated with conceptual designs, 2) expand the number
of design parameters while controlling costs and 3) improve the
effectiveness of test programs.
Northrop Applications
The emphasis within Northrop, in the area of computational
fluid dynamics, has shifted almost entirely to the application
of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. The flight environ-
ment of fighter aircraft, which is dominated by a multi-sonic vor-
tex/viscous environment, requires a level of physical detail that
can only be supplied by the Euler and Navier-Stokes methods.
As a result of the advances made in the area of computational
fluid dynamics in the last decade, an emerging area for the ap-
plication of computational physics at Northrop has been in the
solution of the Maxwell/Helmholtz equations. The similarity of
the Maxwell equations to the Navier-Stokes equations allows the
advances made in computational fluid dynamics to be applied
to the solution of electromagnetics problems. Advances in al-
gorithms, grid generation techniques, and specialized computer
architectures, developed for computational fluid dynamics, are
all readily applicable to the solution of the Maxwell equations.
Future Directions
The application of both computational Navier-Stokes and
Maxwell methods to full configurations in the actual design envi-
ronment is now a realistic goal. Achieving that goal will require,
in addition to further algorithm development: (1) the further de-
velopment of computer hardware and architectures, and (2) the
development and application of expert systems to make produc-
tive and efficient use of this potential.
Useful solutions of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tious for flow about a realistic aircraft configuration would require
hours of run time on one of the current generation of superco,n-
puters. Because the aircraft designer must study a large number
of configurations, even an hour's wait for a solution is unaccept-
able. In addition, the high cost of such computers prohibits run-
ning them in this manner. As a possible solution to this resource
problem, Northrop is studying the application of parallel archi-
tectures. By solving a large, computationally-intensive problem
on a system with multiple processors working concurrently, the
solution time can be reduced by a factor approaching the number
of processors. In addition, parallel processing provides an advan-
tage of flexibility in the allocation of computer resources. As
small projects develop, computational resources can be increased
by adding dedicated processors. While parallel processing ar-
chitecture promises a viable approach to the computer resource
problem, it requires a rethinking of solution algorithms.
The potential value of current and evolving computational
physics codes, coupled with the development of new computers, is
immense. The resulting systems will be able to analyze multiple
families of parameters, exploring new and innovative concepts in
relatively short time periods. The data generated in this process
will be overwhelining. In order to effectively utilize these systems,
the integration of expert systems will be required. Northrop is
currently addressing the need for expert design systems as part
of its program in computational physics.
While Northrop is developing and applying computational
physics methods to other areas (e.g. structures, avionics, con-
trols, simulation, etc.), fluid dynamics and electromagnetics place
the largest demands on computational resources. This paper will
therefore address Northrop's current programs in these two ar-
eas, along with corresponding efforts in the area of computer
architectures, and expert systems.
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
(CFD)
Over the past decade, the aerodynamic and propulsion design
processes have undergone a significant change. Where the pro-
cess was once dominated by the use of wind tunnel facilities as
analysis and design tools, the trend today is to rely more on CFD
methods as the principal design tools. There are several reasons
for this change. Wind tunnel testing has always been expensive,
in terms of manpower, time, and facilities. Over the last ten
years these costs have increased. At the same time, the devel-
opment of sophisticated CFD methods and computing engines
have made these methods more efficient and effective. In com-
paring the results gained by the two approaches, computational
techniques are also gaining an advantage. The inherent limita-
tions of wind tunnel testing, including the restrictions imposed
by modelling, wall effects, etc., do not constrain today's CFD
methods. Instead their application has been limited by the avail-
able computer hardware. With advances in "supercomputers',
those limitations are rapidly being overcome.
Northrop's experience with CFD methods has been strongly
influenced by the specific complexities of fighter aircraft design.
Fighter aircraft incorporate geometrical features such as closely-
coupled lifting surfaces, sharp or small leading edge radius, and
vortex generating devices as part of a multi-point, multi-sonic
design emphasizing high angle-of-attack maneuverability. These
features generate a flow environment strongly dominated by vis-
cous and vortex phenomena. Also, the strongly coupled flow en-
vironment limits the utility of the application of CFD methods
to individual components. In this environment, earlier meth-
ods such as transonic small disturbance and full potential could
be applied to fighter design primarily in regimes where the flow
"behaved nicely", such as under cruise conditions. Application
of computational methods to full fighter configurations over the
complete design envelope required both more sophisticated meth-
ods, and more capable computing resources.
As a result of Northrop's emphasis on fighter design, CFD
efforts have been directed towards Euler and Navier-Stokes
methodology. Today, computational Euler methods are utilized
on a daily basis in design projects for application to configura-
tions as well as to isolated components. The computer resources
within Northrop which provide the capability to run the Euler
methods are two FPS-164 (Floating Point Systems) computers.
These machines have in-core memory of four and seven million
64-bit words, which allows for the modeling of meaningful con-
figurations. These machines have enabled the development of
Euler methods at Northrop and their integration into the design
environment. They have also allowed for initial exploration of
Navier-Stokes methods.
The current capabilities and linfitations of Euler methods are
illustrated in figures 1 to 7. As stated previously, the primary
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reason for the selection of Euler methodology is its ability to
model the vortex-dominated environment associated with fighter
aircraft, as indicated in figures 1 to 4. The Euler methods that
generated the following results are based on the finite volume
formulation developed by Jameson, et al (1981).
Figure 1 illustrates configuration and flow capabilities provided
by current Euler methodology. The configuration in Figure la
was generated by combining a chined forebody (Erickson and
Brandon [1985]) together with the wing from the AFVFM (Air
Force Vortex Flap Model, Erickson [1985]) and a tail represen-
tative of the F-18. A configuration similar to this will be tested
in 1987 as part of a cooperative program between Northrop and
NASA Ames. Figures lb and le show the complexity of flow as-
sociated with this type of configuration, specifically the vortex-
dominated environment, composed of interacting vortices gener-
ated by the chine, wing and tail. The total pressure contours
in Figures lb and lc show the vortex structure at a wing-body
fuselage station and tail-body fuselage station, respectively.
Figures 2 and 4 show the capabilities of the Euler methods to
calculate total forces on fighter-type configurations. Lift versus
angle-of-attack results for both Euler and experiment are com-
pared in figure 2 for the AFVFM shown in figure 3. The agree-
ment in both vMue and location of CLMAX is quite good. As is
typical of this type of fighter configuration, the stall character-
istics are due to the burst point of the vortex generated by the
wing leading edge moving forward over the wing. The nonlin-
ear lift effects which are also associated with the wing leading
edge vortex passing over the wing, and which contribute to the
increasing lift curve slope prior to stall, are also modeled by the
Euler code. The experimental results showed wing tip separation
occuring near 15 degress angle-of-attack, which accounts for the
early decrease in lift curve slope as compared to the Euler results.
Figure 4 shows comparison of experimental and Euler drag
polars for the F-20 Tigershark at a Mach number of 0.80. As
seen in figure 4, the comparison between experiment and com-
putation is quite good over the entire range. Figure 4 was taken
from the paper by Bush, Jager, and Bergman (1986), which gives
more comprehensive coverage of Euler code application within
Northrop.
Another area in which Euler codes are used extensively is in the
design and analysis of inlets. The ability of the Euler methods to
correctly model shock structure and corresponding total pressure
losses makes them applicable to the transonic and supersonic
inlet problems. Figure 5 shows the results of an Euler method
applied to a 3-D supersonic compression-ramp inlet. The ability
of the Euler method to model the shock structure is shown in this
figure. The pressure contours show the shock emanating from the
ramp combining with the standoff shock from the inlet cowl.
While the current capability of the Euler codes is proving to be
extremely useful in the design environment, their limitations due
to lack of viscous modeling and computer resources is placing an
increased demand on the development/acquisition of larger com-
puting engines and on the development/application of Navier-
Stokes methods. While the creation of the vortex structure and
its resultant gross effects on the aerodynalnic characteristics are
not that sensitive to mesh size, the local effects (shock-vortex in-
teraction, surface pressures, vortex empennage interactions, etc.)
are not accurately modeled in the Euler methods without ade-
quate grid definition. The addition of viscous terms is needed to
improve the calculation of drag, total pressure losses (inlets), en-
trainment (nozzles), and separation phenomena. Figures 6 and 7
show some of the deficiencies due to current computer resources
and lack of viscous modeling.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of experimental and Euler pres-
sure results at a forebody station of the chined forebody config-
uration in figure la. As seen in this figure the Euler results do
not resolve the peak pressure due to the vortex (formed from the
chine) which sits over the body. The discrepency is due to the
lack of grid resolution in defining the vortex, as shown by Rizzi
(1985).
The comparison of experimentally obtained pressures and pres-
sures calculated by the Euler code are shown in figure 7 for a
spanwise cut on the AFVFM, with the leading edge flap deflected
30 degrees. Experimental results are shown for both 0.4 and 0.7
Maeh numbers. The primary vortex generated by the wing lead-
ing edge and the secondary vortex structure generated at the flap
hinge line are not modeled well by the Euler code due to a lack
of grid resolution and lack of viscous modeling.
Northrop's current computer resources do not yet allow the
application of Euler and Navier-Stokes codes to complete fighter
aircraft configurations. Another limitation is the current inabil-
ity to grid the complete configurations. The capability of Euler
and Navier-Stokes methods to adequately model a full configu-
ration depends on a grid scheme that provides an arrangement
of points to discretize the equations and model the physics. For
simple configurations this process is easily accomplished, but for
problems such as complete fighter configurations this becomes the
most difficult part of the solution procedure. The AFVFM (figure
3) and the chined wing-body configuration (figure 1) were grid-
ded as illustrated in figure 8. The grid is generated by defining a
series of "C" type surface grids which extends forward and rear-
ward of the wing. The portions of the surface grid forward and
rearward of the wing can accomodate chines, leading edge exten-
sions (LEXs), tails and flow-through conditions. The boundary
grids and internal grids are generated by a combination of 2-D
and 3-D Poisson and transfinite interpolation solvers. This grid
approach, due to its contiguous nature, is limited in its applica-
tions. The current trend is to develop grid generation techniques
which utilize a block structure and grid lines that are not neces-
sarily continuous within or across blocks.
Northrop's current and future activities in the area of Navier-
Stokes and Euler development involve cooperative efforts with
NASA. As stated in the introduction, these cooperative programs
allow access to the evolving "supercomputers" along with access
to NASA per_omLel and methods. A current NAS progra_n be-
ing done in conjunction with the Ames Research Center involves
the application of the TNS code (Kaynak, Holst, and Cantwell
[1986]) to the AFVFM. The AFVFM provides a good test ba-
sis for determining the applicability of Navier-Stokes and Euler
methods to fighter configurations. The AFVFM (figure 3) pro-
vides a simple, easily gridded geometry which generates some of
the primary vortex flow phenomena associated with fighter con-
figurations. The AFVFM incorporates a swept wing with a series
of leading edge vortex flaps (including sharp and round leading
edges) and conventional trailing edge flaps. In addition to this
NAS program, cooperative efforts exist in the areas of the devel-
opment/application of Navier-Stokes methods to nozzles and the
application of Euler methods to chined forebody configurations.
The growing importance of and demand for CFD in the design
and project areas within Northrop is placing more emphasis on
the development of Euler and Navier-Stokes methods and acqui-
sition of more capable computing systems, along with the deveI-
opment of pre- and post-processing techniques. We expect that,
with the current growth in computer technology and the evolving
methodology, Navier-Stokes methods (Reynolds averaged) and
the systems to utilize them will be commonplace within Northrop
in the next five years.
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COMPUTATIONAL
ELECTROMAGNETICS (CEM)
Requirements for aerodynamic performance and electromagnetic
characteristics, such as radar cross section (RCS), have be-
come critical drivers in the design of modern military aircraft.
Northrop has been actively involved in RCS analysis for more
than twenty years. It has been a pioneer in the development
of Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD), and integral equa-
tion methods. The MISCAT/GENSCAT codes, developed by
Northrop under a series of contracts to government agencies, have
found widespread usage by many aircraft and missile manufac-
turers. These codes, like the panel method codes in CFD, are
forerunners of the emerging field of computational electromag-
neties (CEM). The latter is as important in the design process
as computational fluid dynamics (CFD), figure 9. Just as CFD
codes can be considered as numerical wind tunnels, CEM codes
can be considered as numerical radar ranges and anechoic cham-
bers. As CFD plays an increasingly important role in supple-
menting costly wind tunnel testing in the design process, so CEM
is expected to supplement expensive testing in radar ranges and
anechoic chambers.
Actually, the similarity between CFD and CEM runs much
deeper than this. Since both the aerodynamic performance and
the electromagnetic characteristics are configuration dependent,
a unified approach can be devised for both aerodynamics and
electromagnetics problems, figure 10. Starting with the same
aircraft configuration, common geometry definition and grid gen-
eration procedures can be used in preparation for the solution of
respective governing equations to obtain the aerodynamic and
RCS characteristics. The most interesting and important as-
pect of the unified aero/RCS approach lies in the mathematical
similarity between aerodynamics and eleetromagnetics problems,
figure 11.
The scattering of electromagnetic waves by an aircraft can
be formulated as a boundary value problem analogous to the
fluid dynamic problem of flow past the aircraft. The govern-
ing Maxwell/Helmholtz equations can be solved numerically in
a manner similar to the solution of governing fluid flow equa-
tions such as the Navier-Stokes/Euler equations. The far field
radiation condition and media interface boundary condition can
also be enforced in a manner similar to the enforcement of the
freestream condition and flow tangency condition. Various nu-
merical methods in CFD can be carried over for the computation
of electromagnetic characteristics.
For the electromagnetics problem, the Maxwell/Helmholtz
equations can be solved by differential equation and integral
equation methods. One type of differential equation method
(King, et al [1959] and Bowman, et al [1969]) involves sepa-
ration of variables in specific coordinate systems. In the past
few years, there have been attempts (Bayliss, et al [1982], [1982]
and [1983]) to directly solve the Helmholtz equation for scalar
scattering problems by finite difference methods. Besides these
finite-difference, frequency-domain (FD-FD) methods, a finite-
difference, time-domain (FD-TD) method has also been proposed
(Umashankar, et al [1982]).
In the integral equation approach to scattering problems, an
equivalent integral equation such as the Chu-Stratton equation
containing Green's function can be derived for either the mag-
netic field or electric field and can be formulated either in the time
domain or frequency domain (Mittra [1974]). Many techniques
are available for reducing the integral equation to a matrix equa-
tion for numerical solution. Some of these are grouped under the
title of"moment method" (Harrington [1968]). Moment method
codes in general are not numerically efficient. At Northrop, they
are mainly used to validate results obtained from new methods
under development, for obstacles of simple geometry.
Numerical techniques developed for CFD have various degrees
of applicability to nearly every CEM method mentioned above.
However, the CEM method that is most closely related to com-
mon CFD methods - and therefore best suited for exploiting the
advances made in CFD - is the finite difference, frequency domain
(FD-FD) method based on the concept of generalized scattering
amplitude (Ling [1986] and [1987]). In this CFD approach to
solving electromagnetics problems, the original Helmholtz equa-
tions in terms of electric and magnetic field vectors are trans-
formed into scalar equations in terms of generalized scattering
amplitudes or related Debye amplitude functions.
The current CEM research at Northrop consists of develop-
ment of methods in both the integral equation and differential
equation approaches. In the former, efforts are focused on the k-
space method (Bojarski [1971]). The aim here is to find efficient
iterative procedures to make it practical in the design process.
A CFD approach developed at Northrop has recently been ap-
plied to simple obstacle shapes including the circular cyhnder
and sphere (Ling [1986] and [1987]), figures 12 and 13. Numeri-
cal results agree with the exact eigenfunction expansion solutions
(King [1959] and Bowman, et al [1969]).
To apply CFD methods to practical RCS problems involving
complex aircraft geometry and incidence of high frequency elec-
tromagnetic waves, fast processing capability and large memory
storage of a supercomputer such as the NAS are required. This
is due to the large number of grid points necessary for resolution
of the scattering characteristics generated by complex geometry
aircraft. Though the introduction of the radially non-oscillatory
generalized scattering amplitude has largely eliminated the need
to resolve the field quantity oscillations along the radial distance
to infinity, one still has to contend with the generahzed scatter-
ing amphtude variation inside the finite volume of the aircraft.
To achieve sufficiently accurate resolution of field quantities and
generalized scattering amplitudes, the grid spacing should be one-
tenth of a wavelength or less. Representative RCS problems en-
countered in the design process may involve obstacles with di-
mensions on the order of one hundred wavelengths or more in
each of the three directions. This would require dealing with
millions of grid points. Solution of matrix equations for such a
large system certainly requires a supercomputer.
The CFD approach to electromagnetic wave scattering shows
promise for accurate, systematic, and efficient calculations for
obstacles of arbitrary material properties, size and shape. The
power and capability of a supereomputer can transform CFD
methods into practical tools for solving the RCS problems en-
countered in the military aircraft design process.
COMPUTER ARCHITECTURES
Northrop's activity in the area of computer architectures is fo-
cused on the hardware used in parallel processing. Parallel com-
puting uses multiple processors to simultaneously execute indi-
vidual parts of a larger overall task. Although this adds to the
complexity of the application program, it can greatly decrease its
execution time. Within the scope of Northrop's program, parallel
processing is viewed as a possible alternative to supercomputers
for the small project environment, and also as a concept applica-
ble to supercomputing and other emerging computer technology.
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One reason for investigating parallel architectures stems from
the unique computing requirements of the Northrop engineering
environment. The majority of Northrop's projects operate their
own isolated computing facilities. Individual projects cannot pro-
vide the computer resources for running codes that require the
power of a supercomputer. Purchase of individual supercomput-
ers for many such projects is clearly not cost effective, and se-
curity requirements prevent the use of supercomputing resources
available at NASA and other government research centers. In
this environment, parallel computers offering significant power
at reduced cost will enable projects with limited resources to
utilize advanced computational methods.
A second reason for exploring concurrent architectures is the
machine speedup they offer. As explained by Denning (1985), the
maximum speed of a single processor is limited to approximately
1 GFLOPS by the speed of light. Running complex computa-
tional physics applications quickly enough to be useful in the
design process will require computational speeds in excess of this
figure. The only way to attain such speeds will be through the
use of some form of parallelism. This trend is already apparent
in supercomputers such as the CRAY-2 which uses 4 processors,
and is expected to grow in the future. As concurrent processing
becomes more prevalent, the knowledge now being developed in
this area should enable Northrop to continue making effective use
of evolving computer technology.
The Northrop effort examines parallel processing architectures
with the ultimate goal of implementing computational physics
codes on such machines. Our objectives in this area are as fol-
lows: 1) learn how best to parallelize computational physics al-
gorithins, determine those algorithms most suited to concurrent
execution, and examine how parallelization affects algorithm be-
havior; 2) examine what special demands are placed on pre- and
post-processing facilities (e.g. grid generation and analysis of re-
sults) by parallelized codes; and 3) explore the effects of different
computer architectures on the parallelism of specific algorithms
and, conversely, what specific architectural details enable optimal
performance of concurrent computational physics applications.
Of these goals, the last has proven to be the most complicated
and extensive in scope. Architectural issues such as memory
organization, interprocessor comznunication speed and configu-
ration, and processor power will have a large impact on an al-
gorithm's parallel execution. The most important architectural
concern has been the degree of coupling between multiple pro-
cessors and memories. At one end of the range of architectural
options, a parallel computer can have a number of processors ad-
dressing a single global memory in a tightly coupled system. As
the nmnber of processors in the system increases however, the
time overhead incurred by many processors accessing one mem-
ory over a limited bandwith data channel will degrade any po-
tential parallel speedup. Consequently, existing shared memory
machines seem to be limited to 2-8 processors.
Computers using more than this number of processors employ
memories divided into small parts, each accessible by a single pro-
cessor. This creates a loosely coupled system with limited mem-
ory access, and leads to a question of which processors should
coimnunicate with which others. The "crossbar" interconnect, in
which each processor node communicates with every other pro-
cessor in the system, becomes prohibitively complex and expen-
sive as the number of nodes grows, eventually giving way to less
extensive cormnunieation schemes. These range in complexity
from simple nearest-neighbor schemes to the binary hypercube
structure in which each of 2 '_ processors is connected to n other
processors, forming one corner of an n-dimensional cube. The
degree to which processors are coupled can be further decreased
until one reaches the other extreme of an uncoupled system in
which individual nodes no longer communicate. These simplified
interconnection schemes make loosely coupled architectures more
desirable for massively parallel systems incorporating hundreds
and possibly thousands of processors.
The choice of an efficient interconnection scheme depends
largely on the desired application. For example, it is question-
able whether a fully implicit finite difference algorithm which
parallelizes efficiently on a shared memory machine will do so on
loosely coupled architectures. In addition, the resolution of other
architectural issues such as the bandwidth of the interconnecting
communications channels, the power of individual nodes and the
size of individual processor memory is also highly application de-
pendent. In essence, one would like to balance all of these factors
to create an optimal configuration for the efficient execution of a
given algorithm. Ideally, a variety of applications might then be
found to share some roughly similar optimal architecture which
would then define our needs for a parallel processor. Whether
this is a realistic goal remains to be seen.
The investigation of these issues has proceeded along two av-
enues, the first being the implementation of a target code on
several commercially available parallel computers. This effort
was undertaken to gain experience in working with a variety of
parallel architectures, with emphasis on examining the relation-
ship between architecture and parallel implementation as well
as relative advantages and disadvantages between alternative ar-
chitectures. It was also deemed useful to gain experience with
the different ways of coding parallelism while also measuring the
performance improvements gained by these various methods.
To accomplish this, two- or three-dimensional versions of an
explicit Euler code which uses the finite volume algorithm due
to Jameson, et al (1981) have been ported onto several paral-
lel machines. This code is a particularly good test case because,
while primarily explicit in nature, it also incorporates an implicit
residual smoothing scheme, enabling us to also examine the par-
allelism constraints associated with implicitness.
The code was first implemented on the CRAY X-MP/48 super-
computer which uses the shared-memory, tightly coupled archi-
tecture described previously (the CRAY architecture is discussed
in more detail by Hwang [1985]). This activity was part of an
ongoing cooperative program in computational methods between
Northrop and Cray Research, Incorporated. The code was con-
verted for parallel execution with minimal modifications using the
Microtasking facility available on Cray FORTRAN. After modi-
fication, the code executed with a speedup approaching the max-
imum predicted by Amdahl's law. This demonstrated that fluid
dynamics algorithms of this kind may be efficiently implemented
on global memory, tightly coupled machines with relative ease. In
addition, running on the CRAY machine afforded an opportunity
to perform CFD calculations involving very large numbers of grid
points, which in turn pointed out some of the specialized post-
processing capabilities needed to cope with the resulting large
volume of flowfield data. It was found that high resolution color
graphics such as the example reproduced (in black and white)
as figure 14 (generated with the assistance of personnel from the
Applications Department of Cray Research Incorporated) were
most valuable in interpreting the resultant data. The variations
in shading in this figure (different colors in the original) corre-
spond to the magnitude of the crossfiow velocity component near
the wing-body-chine model's surface and clearly show wing and
chine vortex formation. Advanced graphics capabilities of this
kind are a requirement for efficient use of the sorts of computa-
tional devices under discussion here.
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Additional efforts at code implementation are currently being
directed toward two parallel devices, the Butterfly machine pro-
duced by Bolt, Beranek and Newman, and the T-20 computer
built by Floating Point Systems. The Butterfly (described in
detail by Sehneck, et al [1985]) is a 16 processor, local memory
machine which represents something of a hybrid architecture by
virtue of its unique interconnect scheme. Because each processor
is connected to a butterfly switching network (shown in figure 15)
which enables it to conununicate with any one other processor at
a time, any processor has potential access to any other local mem-
ory, thus making the memory appear global. A 2-dimensional
Euler algorithm has been implemented on this machine and has
shown a speedup in execution which scales linearly with the num-
ber of processors used. In addition, the 3-dimensional version of
the algorithm is being implemented and will be used to inves-
tigate optimal coding and memory allocation strategies for this
architecture. The T-20 computer (detailed by Frenkel [1986])
consists of 16 processors linked in a hypercube structure as shown
in figure 16. One of the unique aspects of this machine is its use
of the OCCAM programming language, which is specialized for
parallel processing. Current work concentrates on implementing
the 2-dimensional Euler algorithm on this machine in OCCAM,
and has validated the loosely coupled hypercube architecture as
appropriate for this type of application.
The second approach to the architecture study has been
through participation in the design of a parallel processor sys-
tem. Under a contract with DARPA, Northrop is working
with Paragon Pacific, Incorporated to build a parallel computer
speciahzed for the solution of computational physics problems.
Called the Custom Architectured Parallel Processing System
(CAPPS), the machine will incorporate several innovative fea-
tures, the most important of which is a user-configurable inter-
connect structure. This flexibility will increase the utihty of this
machine for solution of a variety of problems in computational
physics.
To aid in the design of this device, the 3-dimensional Euler
code described previously has been partitioned to execute in a
concurrent blocked-grid mode and is being used to define inter-
processor data transfer requirements. Since the algorithm op-
erates in parallel on several subdomains of the main grid, data
must be transferred at the subgrid interfaces at selected times.
To reduce the time penalty associated with this communication,
the frequency with which this transfer takes place has been pro-
gressively reduced, and the results on convergence rate observed.
As shown in figure 17, overall convergence remains largely un-
affected even when communications are reduced by a factor of
10 over the sequential case. This information can now be used
to help formulate the requirements for interconnect bandwidths
and individual processor speed for the CAPPS and the optimal
level of parallelism to incorporate in this algorithm.
In summary, the Northrop program in parallel architectures
has had the overall effect of increasing our understanding of the
hardware of parallel processing as well as the basic method for
introducing concurrency into computational physics algorithms.
Specifically, the results show that a loosely coupled architecture
such as the hypercube is an acceptable choice for explicit fluid dy-
namics algorithms. In the future, as additional parallel machines
are examined and new parallel algorithms are implemented, the
conclusions drawn should provide an accurate picture of how best
to incorporate parallel processing into the aircraft design environ-
ment.
EXPERT SYSTEMS FOR DESIGN AP-
PLICATIONS
In the past, aircraft design has generally suffered fi'om a lack of
analytical or computational predicative capability. That is to
say our capacity to conceptually design aircraft has exceeded our
capacity to predict performance without extensive wind tunnel
testing or full-scale prototypes. Modern computational methods,
when coupled with continued advances in computer power, have
the potential to rectify this situation. That is to say our capacity
to compute performance and perform mission simulation may
exceed our intuitive design ability.
While this viewpoint may strike some as optimistic, it is al-
ready true in some important areas.
• fluid dynamics
intuitive understanding of vortex augmented hft
vs. detailed description of wing pressure distribu-
tion
• structural analysis
intuitive understanding of the structural response
of uniform, metallic parts vs. detailed descrip-
tion of stress levels in complex three dimensional
shapes
• low observable vehicles
intuitive understanding of low observable trade-
offs vs. integration of aerodynamic, electromag-
netic, structural, and materials design techniques
• nfission analysis
intuitive understanding of factors affecting fighter
maneuverability vs. integration of aerodynamic
performance, observable, avionics, cost, and main-
tainability into mission effective vehicles
Since the required performance of future vehicles demands that
the benefits identified by increased computational capabilities ac-
tually be achieved, we are moving rapidly into system complexity
which can only be achieved through close interaction of design
engineers with extensive computational facilities.
While our capabihty to numerically analyze complex or inno-
vative configurations has grown rapidly, a commensurate increase
in our capability to integrate this in the design process has not
occurred. Increases in aircraft performance have simply not kept
up with increases in available computer power.
The difficulty is not a lack of knowledge in the disciplines but
rather a lack of capability to encapsulate knowledge and share
it among personnel with diverse backgrounds. While the tech-
niques of expert systems and their promise has received far more
attention than their current merit would justify, accomplishing
effective knowledge sharing, to which the best of these systems
are directed, is exactly the task which must be accomplished in
order to efficiently cope with the diverse requirements of modern
aircraft design.
Thus, the challenge is to develop software systems or envi-
ronments which can aid designers in their complex technology
integration and design tasks.
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Design Process Review
A simplistic view of a top-down aircraft design cycle takes the fol-
lowing form: The process begins with system specifications, and
first derives: 1) a functional decomposition among subsystems,
2) subsystem performance goals, and 3) a preliminary system de-
sign. Next, a sequence of increasingly detailed iterations between
aerodynamic, observables, and structural requirements is con-
ducted to define a detailed geometric shape. Iteration between
performance goals and detailed design analysis may also occur.
Once a detailed vehicle design is complete, integration of subsys-
tems with the vehicle is performed and system performance sim-
ulated. If the system performance meets specified performance
levels, the design is accepted. If not, revisions throughout the
design cycle may be introduced to develop a design which meets
the required system performance.
This structure has a number of important strengths since it:
1. Provides a clear logical structure for the design and develop-
ment process that moves from the abstract to the concrete;
2. Allows technical details to be added a level at a time in such
a fashion that provides the encapsulation of detail needed to
deal with complex systems;
3. Is a pipeline like process in which many different groups are
productively active.
The difficulties of incorporating rapidly evolving computa-
tional approaches into this cycle are inunediately apparent when
one considers that:
1. The preliminary design process for an aircraft extends over
1 to 2 years;
2. Computational algorithms are usually developed for partic-
ular analysis problems not for integration into a multidisci-
plinary design process;
3. Design engineers are, properly, not specialists in numerical
analysis or computer systems.
Under these conditions, design engineers are unable to effectively
utilize the latest analysis techniques known to be effective in
the research community. Therefore, the challenge is to create
environments which facilitate knowledge transfer and provide a
framework for creating and testing designs.
Design Assistant Shell
In order to address this situation, a number of Knowledge Based
System (KBS) shell implementations to aid design engineers are
being considered. A KBS shell is a computing environment de-
signed around similar applications and is a compromise between
specific applications and general knowledge engineering tools.
One Design Assistant Shell architecture is illustrated in Figure
18. This architecture is a layered implementation which provides
multiple user interfaces which serve the requirements of several
different design team members. Figure 18 illustrates interfaces
to: 1) CAD/CAM processors and their associated databases and
specialized equipment, 2) network connections to local or remote
computing resources such as CRAY class supercomputers or spe-
cial purpose processors, 3) algorithm developers and their spe-
cial knowledge, and 4) interactive control of design processing
through the specification of design plans and stored procedural
knowledge. The KBS shell provides assistance in generating and
controlling execution of the design plans, a common framework
for expressing expert knowledge, automated execution of remote
computational processing and display of computed results. The
variety of user interfaces allows design team members with di-
verse backgrounds to communicate freely and isolates them from
the complete design process complexity so that each may perform
their tasks efficiently.
Information or knowledge about the design process is often
procedural in nature and this fact is reflected in the choice of a
design plan as a primary technique for knowledge representation
and user interaction. A design plan is composed of:
• Objectives - what is to be achieved
• Constraints - checks and requirements to be satisfied
• Procedures - process to achieve objectives
Figure 19 illustrates a plan fragment that a design engineer might
create to minimize wing drag. The most interesting section of this
plan is the procedural knowledge expressed. This particular pro-
cedure creates an initial wing geometry through use of a library of
known "good" pressure distributions and then passes control to
a numerical optimizer to achieve an improved geometric design.
It is expected that the design engineer will be able to inter-
actively create the procedures, call up and/or modify old proce-
dures, or have procedures suggested to him.
In reference to Figure 19, it seems likely that a design engi-
neer would have expert knowledge about "good" pressure dis-
tributions, but is unlikely to have expert knowledge about the
Navier-Stokes algorithms used to evaluate drag or the numerical
optimization procedure. In fact, the numerical optimization pro-
cedure of Figure 19 expands into the plan fragment illustrated
in Figure 20. This optimization plan is a simple one based on
linear combinations of approximating shape functions. A plan
treatment of this type would be developed and maintained by al-
gorithm specialists on the design team. Procedures in Figure 20
may also expand into plan fragments, but a successful plan ex-
pansion by the KBS plan generator will terminate in well-defined
subproblems for which computational or analytical solutions ex-
ist. It may, of course, be impossible to successfully expand a
design plan, or a procedure execution inside a plan may fail.
This section has reviewed techniques which can be used to sim-
plify and manage the design process in a more efficient manner.
These techniques provide a framework for creating and testing de-
signs as well as mechanisms for the ultimate users to create and
maintain their own knowledge bases. The multiple user interfaces
mirror usual organizational structures but can relieve humans of
tedious chores as they build and modify the knowledge base. In
this way, knowledge transfer between design team members can
be facilitated and more complete designs accomplished inside the
available time and resources.
SUMMARY
Computational physics has grown in influence in aircraft design
over the last decade. Initial growth in this area was in the de-
velopment and application of computational fluid dynamics, and
today CFD remains the leading area for development and growth
in computational physics. At the same time, the success of CFD
has led to applications in other areas. Specifically, the similari-
ties between the governing equations in CFD and CEM, as well
as the importance of emerging design problems involving low ob-
servables, has led to major development efforts in the CEM area.
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The utility and growth of computational methods in the design
process depend on access to computational facilities with suffi-
cient size and speed. Access to today's supercomputers, such as
NAS, is essential in the exploration and development of future
computational methods. The use of the resulting methods in a
project design environment, such as at Northrop, requires explo-
ration of alternative architectures, including parallel processing.
Finally, the depth of analysis and the volumes of data that will
become available through the combination of more sophisticated
methods and supercomputers will place unrealistic demands on
the designer. The effective use of computational physics will
therefore require the integration of expert systems. As compu-
tational engines continue to evolve, the value of fully-developed
computational methods in aircraft design will increase propor-
tionately. Within the next decade, we expect, computational
methods will become the primary tools of the design engineer.
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/Figure 5. Pressure contours for a compression ramp inlet at
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Figure 9. Aerodynamics and Electromagnetics in the design
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Figure 10. Unified solution of aerodynamic and RCS problems
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Figure 19. Design plan fragment for drag minimization step
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